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 Development During the early part of the 2000s, the streaming model was becoming more popular and thus the DVD was being
replaced by the single disc. However, online shopping became a growing alternative to the traditional methods. According to a

review from the Los Angeles Times, “the combination of flash and convenience gives Amazon.com an edge. Amazon.com
operates a browser-based site that can hold hundreds of titles, while the Amazon MP3 service, which debuted in 2003, offers

24-hour access to individual tracks for $7, or for 99 cents per month for unlimited downloads,” and in comparison, the DVD is
not as easy to download. The DVD was a more common method of consumption for music consumers before digital

distribution, while the streaming model was most common when it came to digital distribution. Creation DVDs for the three
musicals were released the same year as the plays. The release was a "special limited edition gift set with each show as a

standalone DVD," and were created by United Artists, a division of NBC Universal. "In an attempt to find a soundtrack for the
'Hairspray,' 'West Side Story,' and 'Evita' that would be appropriate for every party, here are three of the best tracks to play
while you're watching your favorite musicals," said the liner notes. The box sets were a "3-Disc Set with Special Features,

Original Soundtrack and Opening Titles." The release began retailing in the fall of 2008. Track listing Hairspray: "Part of Your
World (2005 Soundtrack)" "Edelweiss (Original Broadway Cast and Broadway Recording)" "Love Is Like a Butterfly (Original

Broadway Cast and Broadway Recording)" "It Takes Two (Original Broadway Cast and Broadway Recording)" "One Last
Dance (Original Broadway Cast and Broadway Recording)" "Welcome to Baltimore (2005 Soundtrack)" "Jack and Diane
(Original Broadway Cast and Broadway Recording)" "The Worst Pies in London (Original Broadway Cast and Broadway

Recording)" "You Can't Stop the Beat (2005 Soundtrack)" "I Am What I Am (Original Broadway Cast and Broadway
Recording)" "Catch Me If You Can (2005 Soundtrack)" "Free (2005 Soundtrack)" "Friends (Original Broadway Cast and

Broadway Recording)" West Side Story: "Tonight" "New York, New York (2005 Soundtrack)" "Somewhere (Original
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